Undergraduate Research Opportunity in the BIRDS Lab

The Bio-Inspired Robotics and Dynamical Systems Lab (http://www.birds.eecs.umich.edu) is looking for motivated and talented undergraduates for a variety of projects. Do you like working with robots? Do you like to build things? Do you prefer learning advanced math and coding new algorithms? Or do you prefer working with animals to understand how they move? We offer all of the above options, and accept students of all skill levels. Students who have proven themselves to be research-productive may be offered a paid research assistant position. Interested students should contact Vik Sachdeva (sachdeva@umich.edu) and Prof. Shai Revzen (shrevzen@umich.edu).

The Horizons Fellowship Opportunity

Horizons School of Technology supports 200 outstanding university students in their pursuit to become leaders in technology. Our programs provide immersive software engineering and web/mobile development courses geared towards high-achieving college students. Students need not have a computer science background.

Horizons students have gone on to receive offers from firms such as Google, Slack, Yelp, Amazon, BCG, Visa, J.P. Morgan, and more.

Past Horizontes have come from a variety of schools and backgrounds. Applicants have hailed from University of Michigan, Harvard, Princeton, Yale, UPenn/Wharton, Columbia, Northwestern, Brown, Michigan and more.

Interested students can start an application here!

LinkedIn Critique Workshop
Wednesday, October 11th
11:30am - 12:30pm
1180 Duderstadt Center

Joy Adams, former corporate recruiter and current Program Manager of the Multidisciplinary Design Program, will give a presentation on how to get the most out of your LinkedIn profile. She’ll cover how to write the best summaries and headlines, what your options are for security/privacy settings, and a few job hunting/networking moves. Bring a laptop so you can follow along and edit your profile throughout the presentation. All attendees will have the opportunity to connect with each other and with Joy Adams. Questions can be directed to tbe-corporate@umich.edu.

ServiceNow Company Day
Thursday, October 12th
11 AM - 2 PM
Duderstadt Connector
ServiceNow will be on campus for Company Day, looking for talented engineers for our internship and full-time programs! We will be hosting interviews on campus the next day (Friday). Come chat with our technical recruiters - including our Vice President of R&D - and learn more about opportunities with us in the Bay Area. Bring your resume!

Our CIO is a graduate from Michigan's College of Engineering, so we know good talent when we see it. Come join our team. Click here for more information.

----------------------------------

**Wolverine Crypto Trading: Trade $1,000 in cryptocurrencies**

**October 10, 2017**

8 to 9 pm

Blau Hall, B3570

Wolverine Crypto Trading is a student-run organization at the University of Michigan using real money to trade in the dynamic cryptocurrency market. We are dedicated to learning about cryptocurrencies, blockchain, and trading. Our team consists of undergraduates from a variety of backgrounds: Business, Engineering, Computer Science, Data Science, Economics, and more. Our goal is to learn about cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology together. As a hands-on learning method, each member trades $1,000 from our fund. Members have full control over how to invest their capital in cryptocurrencies.

October 15th: Apply to join our team!
Time: 11:59 pm deadline
The application is live!
Want to learn more? www.WolverineCryptoTrading.com

----------------------------------

**Ada Lovelace Day Wikipedia Edit-a-thon**

**Tuesday, October 10, 2017**

4:00pm-7:00pm

Shapiro Library Design Lab

Ada Lovelace Day is an international day celebrating the achievements of women in science, technology, engineering, and maths. At the University of Michigan Library, we’re celebrating Ada Lovelace Day by contributing to and improving Wikipedia articles related to intersectional feminism and technology, including women in STEM, underrepresented groups in technology, and other related topics.

We will provide tutorials for the beginner Wikipedian, reference materials, and refreshments. Free! Everyone welcome! No previous experience required! Come and go as you like. More details and RSVP.

----------------------------------
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